
LOANING A MARE FOR BREEDING, also known as Womb Rental 

IMPORTANT INFORMATION FOR MARES OF THESE BREEDS:-  

PRE FUSION HORSES, SPANISH SPOTTED SADDLE HORSES, SPANISH-NORMAN HORSES, & 

ALBION AZTECA HORSES  

ALSO PRE MARES USED IN PRE FUSION HORSE BREEDING 

A mare goes on a Breeding Loan (her womb is rented) due to the desire of a Breeder to breed a foal out of a 

particular mare, when that mare is actually owned by another breeder. Such an agreement must be clearly 

laid out in every detail in the compulsory Breeding Loan Contract ('Womb Rental Contract'). 

 

The planning behind a Breeding Loan (Womb Rental) should begin well before the mare is pregnant and a 

before the stallion has been chosen, factors that must be determined include:- the start and finish dates of the 

Breeding Loan Period, insurance cover, vets fees, possibly naming specific Stallions to be used or 

alternatively banning the use of certain Stallions, other parameters such as loss of the foal or the mare, or 

possible extension or renewal of the contract.  

 

If the Breeding Loan Contract is set up for several Years then it is also possible to include factors such as 

determination of who is the Breeder or Owner of a foal born within the Contract Period according to its Sex 

or Colour. 

The Breeding Loan Contract must include all the mare's registration details, the full name and address and 

telephone and email of the Owner and the Breeder Leasing the Mare, and detail all the agreed parameters 

THREE Printed Copies of the Breeding Loan Contract ('Womb Rental Contract') between the registered 

Owner of the mare and the Breeder-lessee must be completed and signed and dated by BOTH parties 

BEFORE the mare is covered or inseminated.  

 

The Owner of the Stallion who will be used to cover the mare must be informed of the Breeding Loan 

Contract and may ask to see a Copy of the contract.  

 

When the mare is covered/inseminated the BAPSH Covering Certificate (or Other Breed Studbook Covering 

Certificate)  must be issued and signed by all three parties. The Number of the Covering Certificate is 

entered into all three copies of the Breeding Loan Contract and then One Copy given to the Mare Owner, 

One Copy given to the Breeder-lessee, and One Copy sent to BAPSH Ltd Registry Office WITH a Copy of 

the Covering Certificate. 

The Breeding Loan Contract ('Womb Rental Contract') and the copy of the Covering Certificate must be 

presented at the BAPSH Ltd Registry Office at least EIGHT (8) months prior to the birth of the 

filly/colt.  
 

The ANCCE-LGPRE Stud Book provides a useful basic model contract for a Breeding Loan Contract 

('Womb Rental Contract') which can be adapted to suit individual circumstances, but any agreement should 

follow the same basic framework. 
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https://bapsh.co.uk/wp-content/uploads/2016/03/ANCCE-WOMB_RENTAL_AGREEMENT-2016-01-30-1.pdf

